
Editorial

By the editors of EJIL, ICON, and the London Review of
International Law

OPEN ACCESS: NO CLOSED MATTER

The move to Open Access publishing has been driven in large part by a desire

to make research publicly available and to make knowledge less exclusive. The

journals that we edit have long been committed to these objectives. Yet as

emerging forms of Open Access publishing are gaining greater recognition, it

is important to address some of their potential unintended consequences.

These include: (1) a risk that certain groups of authors will no longer be able

to publish their work because of a lack of access to funding or to institutions

with funding; (2) a risk that editorial decisions may be perceived as being

shaped by the author’s affiliation, as such affiliation may influence the ability

to pay publishing fees; (3) a risk that authors lose the freedom to decide where

to submit their work due to their institutions’ selective agreements with pub-

lishers or research council instructions; and (4) the risk that journals’ financial

viability becomes more and more dependent on the quantity of articles for

which Open Access fees are charged, rather than the quality of curation. While

the journals that we edit are moving toward full Open Access, we share

these concerns to encourage a discussion with our authors, readers, publishers,

fellow editors and academic communities about how best to address these

risks. Understanding these concerns requires first addressing the rise of Open

Access and its different forms, including the funding structures.

THE CASE FOR OPEN ACCESS

There has been a push for making research generally, and journal articles

specifically, ‘Open Access’; that is to say, freely accessible (and, often less

relevant outside the hard sciences, freely reusable) to everyone on the internet,

whether or not they have a subscription. The main push has come from public

funding bodies: aiming to make access to knowledge less exclusive, they rightly
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insist that publicly funded research must be publicly available. Publishers have

creatively responded to this political demand. It coincided with another driver

for change in the publishing world: the internet has made it harder to enforce

payment for access to the knowledge that publishers disseminate. Publishers

were therefore interested in an Open Access world if Open Access came with

alternative sources of income to cover their costs (and, in the case of commer-

cial publishers, to generate profit).

The case for the aim of Open Access is strong, particularly due to funda-

mental inequalities in accessing academic literature. This bears most heavily

upon scholars working in the global South, but it is also an issue for scholars

whose institutions in the global North have library budgets that can acquire

only a fraction of all scholarly work that gets published. Broader publics out-

side universities also struggle to access academic literature due to prohibitive

paywalls. The push for Open Access is strong because many vectors converge:

readers want access; authors want everyone who is potentially interested in

their work to have access to their work; and editors want their journals to

reach as many readers as possible.

OPEN ACCESS: THREE CLARIF ICATIONS

Three clarifications are required upfront concerning how journals are struc-

tured and financed, the extent of their transition to Open Access, and the dif-

ferent categories of Open Access publication.

First, the ownership, management structures and finances of journals,

including those that we edit, differ. For instance, some journals are fully

owned by the publisher, others are partially owned by the publisher and others

are not owned by the publisher, but the publisher manages the subscriptions,

publication and distribution in exchange for annual payments that cover the

expenses of running the journal. These differences in structures lead to differ-

ences in who is ultimately in control of, and financially responsible for, the

journal. The points that we collectively raise in this editorial, however, apply

irrespective of these differences. For ultimately, whether it is the editors who

are responsible for a journal’s finances or a publisher, the shifts in the funding

structure due to the modalities of Open Access have an impact on a journal’s

financial viability and thus potentially its existence. (Unlike independent jour-

nals, publishers have bandwidth to cross-subsidize: using the revenues from a

revenue-gaining journal to keep a smaller journal running. However, some of

our discussions with publishers suggest that there is only a limited willingness

to do so.)
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Secondly, different law journals are in different phases of the ‘transition’

towards Open Access. Some still work entirely on the basis of subscriptions;

others are ‘hybrid’, with some articles behind a paywall and others Open

Access, and again other journals are fully Open Access. Our journals are cur-

rently ‘hybrid’, and while some of the darker sides of full Open Access may

not exist for hybrid journals, the status of a hybrid journal comes with its own

challenges, as we explain below.

Thirdly, of the so-called ‘Green’, ‘Gold’ and ‘Diamond’ Open Access, we

focus on ‘Gold’ Open Access. Green Open Access is a form of self-archiving: a

version of the manuscript becomes available in online repositories. Publishers

often put restrictions on the version of which, and the moment at which,

articles are allowed to be put in such repositories. Funding bodies that insist

on Open Access often do not accept such restrictions. The ‘real Open Access’,

according to the publishers, is therefore Gold Open Access, which gives access

to the published article beginning from the moment of publication. Gold

Open Access depends on a fee being paid on behalf of the author(s), unless a

fee waiver is in place. Diamond, or Platinum, Open Access gives immediate ac-

cess to the published article without requiring such payment; instead, the jour-

nal’s running costs are covered by major funders (for instance, universities or

science foundations) and voluntary contributions. Diamond Open Access is

still relatively rare, but we will dedicate a few words to it towards the end.

NO SUCH THING AS A FREE ARTICLE

The increase in online-only consumption of academic research has decreased

the costs of publishing. Prices of subscriptions have nonetheless gone up. This

cannot be attributed only to inflation and new services to enhance dissemin-

ation and discoverability of publications. At commercial publishers, the in-

come has also gone to higher profits.

That said, even non-profit publishers cannot publish for free, as there are

still costs involved in publishing. Each table of contents of the journals that we

edit almost always features one or more ‘free’ articles – articles that the pub-

lisher makes freely available – but in practice there are no costless articles.

Even when editors work entirely pro bono, as we all do, the administration of

the editorial pipeline, copy editing, and the infrastructure to make articles

available, known, and traceable require considerable financial resources.

In the old model, the reader or their institution paid for those costs.

Individuals, and more often, libraries, individually or collectively, took out

subscriptions to a journal or to a package of journals. In the model of Gold

Open Access, the author, or in practice often their grant or institution, pays an
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Article Processing Charge (APC, at the moment this is usually between 2000

and 3000 US dollars) for each article they publish. In the currently prevalent

hybrid model, publishers generate revenue through a combination of the two

sources of income: subscriptions are still paid because of the existence of

articles that are not published Open Access, while the Open Access articles

generate income through APCs. This hybridity is also reflected in the ‘Read

and Publish transformative agreements’: agreements between collectives of

universities and publishers according to which the universities have the right

both to read and to publish in certain journals. Yet as the name reveals, such

agreements are meant to be temporary, because they allow publishers to dou-

ble dip: taxpayers pay both towards the subscription and the APCs. The aim is

that once a journal receives sufficient APCs to make the transition financially

viable, they ‘flip’ to full Open Access. Then the Read and Publish transforma-

tive agreements are likely to become, in essence, Publish agreements.

GOLD OPEN ACCESS: SHIFT ING THE PAYWALL

The dramatic shift that Gold Open Access entails is therefore not one from

priced to priceless, but in the service that is being priced: access to read or ac-

cess to publish. In essence, the Gold Open Access model redirects the bill from

the consumers of knowledge to the producers of knowledge. Whereas in the

reader-pays model the individual reader or their institutions would pay for ac-

cess to journal articles, Gold Open Access is based on the author, or their insti-

tution, paying for the publication, either through the author’s grants or their

university, or in some instances personally.

It may seem that little changes in practice, as (collective) agreements be-

tween universities on the one hand and a publisher on the other remain key:

cash still flows from the universities to the publishers. But the shift in the

product being priced – access to reading or access to publishing – can have sig-

nificant consequences.

POTENTIAL DARK SIDE: L IMIT ING ACCESS FOR AUTHORS

Among these consequences, there is a risk that ‘open access for all readers’

ends up meaning ‘access closed for some authors’. These are the authors who

do not belong to institutions that have either Read and Publish transformative

agreements or the resources to pay the Article Processing Charge of an indi-

vidual article. Currently, transformative agreements are far more prevalent in

the geographic global North than in the global South. If left unaddressed, there

is a high risk that the shift to Open Access may give people in the global South
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more access to knowledge produced in the global North while limiting their

ability to participate in this knowledge production. In other words, rather

than narrowing the global North – global South divide, Open Access could ex-

acerbate inequalities. Publishers and editors are aware of this risk and are cre-

ating models according to which there are APC fee waivers, especially for

scholars in specific ‘developing countries’.

However, studies have shown that even with such waivers in place, APCs

can deter researchers from the global South. One of the painful ironies of

Open Access could thus be, as Emilio Bruna has observed, ‘that you grant

authors around the world the ability to finally read the scientific literature that

was completely closed off to them, but it ends up excluding them from pub-

lishing in the same journals’.

Moreover, based on specified metrics, the list of ‘developing countries’

for which APC-waiver schemes are in place is a limited one; it would leave

many of our potential authors outside those countries unable to afford these

charges. For instance, institutions in the global North also may be unable to

pay for (all) the transformative agreements or all the APCs. Scholars without

institutional affiliations – those looking for an academic position, or never

having had one, or having retired from one – may have to rely on personal

finances to publish their work, irrespective of quality.

In the pre-Open Access world, less well-endowed institutions and inde-

pendent scholars were also in a disadvantaged position, then in terms of access

to reading. But individual authors could often find ways around that – email-

ing an author to ask for their work could provide an easy and quick remedy.

Now that the hurdle has shifted from access to reading to access to publishing,

it will be harder to overcome for individual authors without resources for

APCs, whether institutionally or personally.

POTENTIAL DARK SIDE: AUTHORS LOSING THE FREEDOM TO

CHOOSE WHERE TO SUBMIT

Even in well-resourced universities, budgets for APCs will often be limited.

This will lead to policies governing who can ask for APCs to be covered and

what type of scholarship will be funded for publication. It could be that such

policies affect certain people and certain types of scholarship more than

others. For instance, if a university has a limited amount of money for APCs,

will it look at who has authored the publication: a research associate, a tem-

porary lecturer, a professor, a PhD student, an emeritus professor? Will access

to limited funds depend on whether the academic work is an article, a case

note, a debate, a review essay or a book review? Or whether the article is
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submitted early in the year or later in the year (when the Open Access resour-

ces may have been exhausted)? Are some types of scholarship worth more

than others? Thus far, different genres of academic work may have received

different ratings in promotion evaluations or hiring committees, but authors

themselves would not be prevented from submitting work in their favourite

genres, for instance, book review essays. If one can publish only if one pays

APCs, the question becomes: what do those deciding on APC funds find worth

paying for? Publishers are already suggesting that fund managers often con-

sider only ‘articles’ worth their money, encouraging journals therefore to pub-

lish more articles and fewer book reviews, review essays and other types of

scholarship. Such other types may be devalued due to the perception that they

do not contribute to production costs.

Journals will want to keep attracting scholarship irrespective of whether

an author has the resources to publish. One option would be to make the fee-

waiver scheme available beyond the list of ‘developing countries’. But once a

journal is fully Open Access, and there are therefore no longer subscriptions

while Read and Publish agreements are increasingly becoming Publish agree-

ments, publishers may consider that too many fee waivers put the financial

viability of the journal at risk, thus threatening the journal’s existence.

POTENTIAL DARK SIDE: PRIV ILEGING INSTITUTIONS WHO

CAN PAY?

This brings us to the third risk: that an author’s institutional affiliation may be

perceived as relevant for the review process. Given that ultimately the balance

sheet of a journal will be shaped by whether or not authors or their institutions

can pay for Open Access, there may be a financial incentive for journals to

publish articles by authors affiliated to universities that are known to have

Read and Publish transformative agreements or the resources to pay APCs.

Publishers are already sending notes to editors encouraging them, more or less

explicitly, to be aware of the financial considerations of Open Access.

One could, of course, build a firewall between editorial decisions and fi-

nancial considerations, but practically, this wall cannot be fully sealed – editors

live in this world and are aware of the Read and Publish landscape. Unlike

peer reviewers, editors see the name of authors, their affiliation and will at

some stage know, whether they want to or not, which universities tend to have

such agreements and resources and which do not. Processes will need to be

developed to ensure that editors are not influenced by these financial

considerations.
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Yet the problem of perception remains: authors may fear that such links

matter. This is mostly the case for journals at financial risk, when the publisher

may begin to put pressure on publishing more APC-generating articles. We

raise this point precisely because we think that, as a matter of principle, insti-

tutional affiliation should never be a relevant factor, however indirect, for edi-

torial decisions on what to publish. We also raise it to commit that we have

never taken and will not take institutional affiliation into account when taking

editorial decisions.

POTENTIAL DARK SIDE: FROM CURATION TO MASS

PRODUCTION

A fourth risk is that Open Access undermines one of the key roles of academic

journals: selection. As journal editors, we perceive our role as one of selecting

and, as much as possible, helping to make excellent research even better.

Whether we succeed in this used to be assessed by the readership. In the recent

past, publishers took subscription numbers as a key indicator of financial suc-

cess. But in the full Open Access model, where there are no longer subscrip-

tions for reading, the publisher’s indicator of financial success could shift to

APC revenue. One way to boost APC revenue is to increase the number of

articles for which APCs are paid, either directly or through Read and Publish

transformative agreements. In that case, journals are expected to publish as

much as possible: every article published Open Access translates into a few

thousand dollars more on the balance sheet of the journal. This may be par-

ticularly a concern for financially insecure journals, but the financial incentive

structure suggests that what matters for journals is how much they publish

(Open Access) rather than what they publish. Alternatively, or additionally,

for-profit publishers may be tempted to augment the APCs, making publish-

ing even more of an exclusive business, which would take us back to the first

risk.

THE HYBRID MODEL DOES NOT SOLVE ALL ISSUES

The currently prevalent hybrid model seems to address most of the first, se-

cond and third concerns, in that most people can still publish and that the in-

come of a journal is not entirely dependent on APCs. However, some funding

bodies are beginning to require their members to publish their work in fully

(as opposed to hybrid) Open Access journals because they are unwilling to fi-

nance journals that benefit from double-dipping. Some universities are follow-

ing in their wake, making resources for Open Access publishing available only
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if the article is published in a fully Open Access journal. Or universities strong-

ly encourage their staff to publish only in journals with which they have Read

and Publish transformative agreements and do not make resources available

for Open Access publishing in other journals. These developments may affect

the freedom of an author to choose a journal which they think best fits the

submitted article. And it will also mean that the ‘mailbox’ of a journal will not

be determined by its editorial policies and academic reputation, but rather by

extraneous financial considerations.

DIAMOND OPEN ACCESS AS THE PANACEA?

In Diamond Open Access, the costs of publication are paid neither by the

readers nor the authors, but by major funders and voluntary contributions.

Whilst seemingly ideal, it comes with dependency on donors – unless the jour-

nal enjoys a significant endowment, editors must also become continuous

fundraisers. With the current funding structures, it is questionable that there

is sufficient sponsorship available for all existing law journals to make

the move to Diamond Open Access without a race to the bottom to obtain

funding. It could be feasible if research councils began to fund journals rather

than the APCs of their grantees.

A CALL FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION

We are not disputing the objective of making research more widely available –

the journals that we edit have long been committed to the premises of Open

Access scholarship. The issues we have raised concern the forms it has taken.

How can it be rolled out in a way that is least discriminatory and fairest for all,

while unsettling existing patterns of advantage rather than further entrenching

them?

In negotiating with publishers and as creators of academic presses, uni-

versities have special opportunities and responsibilities to engage in such

debates. We have had open and constructive discussions with our publishers

about the potential dark sides of Open Access, which they fully recognize.

But they feel that they are part of a publishing landscape that they do not

control. It is too easy to engage in a blame game and just to point, for instance,

to commercial profit-greedy publishers. As Raffaela Kunz has argued, ‘it would

be wrong to assume that in the digital age, the main threats to academic

freedom come from the private sphere. Rather, public actors are, at different

levels, very much involved and at least co-determine the direction the develop-

ment currently takes. It is public universities and libraries that conclude
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problematic contracts with private publishers, rendering them at least

co-responsible for possible rights violations’.

Scholarship must be public, as is the responsibility to ensure that the

publishing infrastructure allows the production of knowledge to be inclusive,

equitable and sustainable. We hope that this editorial fosters more debate in

public law and international law circles so that we can avoid entering into an

Open Access world that could work against its own objectives.

London Review of International Law (Editorial Board)
European Journal of International Law (Editors in Chief)

International Journal of Constitutional Law (I•CON) (Editors in Chief)
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